
You spend a lot of time, money, and resources creating DITA content. Our publishing solutions 
® ®

make it possible to surface and share your DITA content across the enterprise in Microsoft  Word , 
® ®

PowerPoint , SharePoint , and WittyParrot™.

Move to DITA and stay in style
DITA inPrint solves a key challenge for organizations 
considering migrating their technical and business 
documentation to DITA: publishing documents that 
conform to corporate styles and standards.

What is DITA inPrint?
DITA in Print is a design and publishing tool that makes it 
easy to create templates that conform to corporate styles. 
It enables users to easily publish DITA/XML content with 
those templates to fully styled Microsoft Word and Adobe 
PDF documents.

How it works
Users design and maintain publishing templates in Apache 
Open Office™ Writer. There is no programming skill 
required. If you know how to use the styles feature in 
Microsoft Word or Adobe FrameMaker, then you can use 
DITA inPrint. Users then publish their DITA content using 
the DITA Open Toolkit and their CMS, XML editor, or the 
application itself.
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DITA inPrint™ enables you to publish great 
looking documents from your DITA/XML 
content to Microsoft® Word® and Adobe PDF. 
No programming required.

DITAinPrint
GET THE WORD OUT



Hurdles to DITA adop�on
Quality and cost of print output
DITA in Print addresses the typical reluctance to 
adopting DITA due to print quality concerns and the 
cost of updating or developing new XSLT or XSLFO 
transforms. Content is the world's window into the 
enterprise, and high-value content such as product 
user guides, policies and procedures, and work 
instructions cannot compromise on appearances and 
brand alignment. DITA inPrint makes it easy to 
conform to approved corporate styles and standards.

Publishing to Microso� Word
Microsoft Word output is still the most common format 
for distributing, reviewing, and printing corporate 
documentation. Until now, there was no easy way to 
publish DITA documents to Word. DITA inPrint is the 
only tool available for publishing true Word (.doc) 
output from the DITA Open Toolkit.

DITA inPrint styling features
Users design and maintain publishing templates entirely in a powerful, 
easy-to-use graphical user interface. No programming required!

Ÿ Supports all page sizes in both landscape 
and portrait orientation.

Ÿ Supports customizable cover pages, 
headers, and footers.

Ÿ Supports all Open Office styling features 
such as paragraph styles, character 
styles, and page styles.

Ÿ Supports landscape orientation on 
figures and tables

Ÿ Supports common bitmap graphic 
formats such as jpeg, gif, tiff, png, bmp, 
and many others.

Ÿ Supports common vector graphic 
formats such as svg, emf, wmf, AutoCAD 
dxf, and others.

Ÿ Automatically generates

ª table of contents

ª forward organizers

ª lists of figures and tables, and

ª alphabetical indexes.
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DITA onPoint™
Share Point® is everywhere. A 2016 study, revealed that 63% of organizations use SharePoint as their main, 
secondary, or legacy enterprise CMS, or records management system. DITA onPoint makes it possible to 
deliver your DITA XML across the enterprise using SharePoint.

DITA forShow™
Whether sales, marketing, compliance, or training, departments across the enterprise use PowerPoint® to 
communicate. Ensuring presentations include accurate, up-to-date information is critical. DITA forShow 
allows authors to publish DITA content to PowerPoint.

WittyDITA™
WittyDITA plugs into any standard DITA XML publishing system to connect your DITA-based content assets 
with the WittyParrot platform. WittyParrot then makes accessing that information easy with just a few clicks 
and without you having to navigate complex portals or other web based systems. More than a file sharing and 
storage solution, it enables you to discover, classify, assemble, deliver, and track all the content you need to 
work more efficiently.

More tools from Precision Content to help you share your content
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Contact us today at 
publishingtools@precisioncontent.com.

Ready for a DEMO?


